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ABSTRACT 
 
CyberShake is a high-performance computational platform developed by the Southern California 
Earthquake Center (SCEC) to produce seismic hazard models from large suites of earthquake 
simulations. Code optimization and the development of workflow tools on the NCSA Blue 
Waters and OLCF Titan supercomputers have substantially reduced the computational costs. A 
recent workflow efficiently utilized both machines to generate 285 million two-component 
seismograms for the central California region from which 46 billion intensity measurements 
were extracted. We summarize the current suite of CyberShake models and apply averaging-
based factorization (ABF) to decompose each model into a hierarchy of site, path, directivity, 
stress-drop, and source complexity effects. We summarize how the strength of the directivity 
effect decreases with increasing source complexity, and how the site and path effects vary with 
differences in crustal structure. Comparisons quantified by the ABF variances indicate that 
simulation-based hazard models can potentially reduce 𝜎", the total unexplained variability in 
current ground-motion prediction equations, by as much as one-third. 
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workflow efficiently utilized both machines to generate 285 million two-component seismograms 
for the central California region from which 46 billion intensity measurements were extracted. We 
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to decompose each model into a hierarchy of site, path, directivity, stress-drop, and source 
complexity effects. We summarize how the strength of the directivity effect decreases with 
increasing source complexity, and how the site and path effects vary with differences in crustal 
structure. Comparisons quantified by the ABF variances indicate that simulation-based hazard 
models can potentially reduce 𝜎", the total unexplained variability in current ground-motion 
prediction equations, by as much as one-third. 

 
Introduction 

 
Advanced applications of probabilistic seismic hazard analysis (PSHA) in California combine 
fault-based earthquake rupture forecasts (ERFs) with site-specific ground motion prediction 
equations (GMPEs) to estimate long-term seismic shaking probabilities. Both PSHA components 
have been refined through comprehensive, iterated studies, including the Uniform California 
Earthquake Rupture Forecast (UCERF) Project [1,2] and the Next Generation Attenuation 
(NGA) Project [3,4]. These collaborative efforts have improved our understanding of seismic 
hazards, but the uncertainties in PSHA forecasts remain high. For example, when GMPEs are 
applied to recordings of well-characterized earthquake sources, the logarithmic residuals 
between the observed and predicted values of peak ground acceleration (PGA) scatter with a 
total standard deviation 𝜎" of about 0.6 in natural-log units [5]. Accounting for these 
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unexplained discrepancies is a major goal of PSHA research, because even modest reductions in 
this measure of uncertainty can translate into order-of-magnitude differences in the hazard 
predicted at the high intensity thresholds relevant to critical-facility design [5,6]. As Strasser et 
al. [5] have emphasized, however, this unexplained variability has not declined during four 
decades of GMPE development, despite the substantial increases in strong-motion recordings, 
the sophistication of the data analysis, and the statistical complexity of the models. The Next 
Generation Attenuation-West (NGA-W) projects exemplify this persistence. In the 2008 study 
(NGA-W1), 𝜎" for large-event (M ≥ 7) PGA varied among the models from 0.52 to 0.56 [7]; in 
the 2014 study (NGA-W2), it varied from 0.57 to 0.65 [8]. Other intensity measures, including 
the long-period response spectra relevant to this study, show residuals of similar magnitude. 
 Much of the unexplained variability in ground motions can be attributed to unmodeled 
complexities in the source-excitation and wave-propagation processes [5,9]. One approach is to 
introduce additional explanatory variables into the GMPEs, such as anomalies specific to 
individual sources, sites, and paths, and then attempt to estimate these parameters directly from 
observations [10-12]. A difficulty with this approach—indeed, with any purely empirical GMPE 
methodology—is that the proliferation of parameters can quickly overwhelm the information 
gain from new observations, so that any decrease in a model’s rendition of aleatory variability is 
offset by an increase in its epistemic error. This aleatory-epistemic tradeoff limits the net 
reduction in 𝜎", which is a measure of both types of uncertainty.  
 The alternative, taken here, is to harness the explanatory power of rupture and wave 
physics through three-dimensional (3D) earthquake simulations. Full-3D simulations are capable 
of modeling much of what we know about earthquake processes, including source complexity 
and 3D path effects [13]. Kinematic rupture models have been developed that are more faithful 
to the space-time correlations derived from observations and dynamic rupture models [14-16]. 
Full-3D tomography (F3DT) has refined the 3D crustal models of Southern California [17,18], 
assimilating large datasets of earthquake waveforms and ambient-field correlagrams. At low 
frequencies (< 1 Hz), these SCEC community velocity models (CVMs) replicate observations of 
seismic wave propagation from earthquakes not used in the inversions [19, 20]. 
 Recent advances in seismology and high-performance computing now make it feasible to 
generate sets of full-3D earthquake simulations that are large enough (> 108 seismograms) to 
sample the probability distributions that describe the variability of the source-excitation and 
wave-propagation processes. In this paper, we present simulation-based PSHA models computed 
for the Los Angeles and Central California regions. 
  

CyberShake Computational Platform and Workflow 
 
CyberShake is a high-performance computational platform developed by the Southern California 
Earthquake Center (SCEC) for producing seismic hazard models from large suites of earthquake 
simulations [21]. The CyberShake workflow (Figure 1) is “site-oriented” in the sense that the 
computations are bundled by the PSHA location of interest. Each iteration synthesizes 
horizontal-component seismograms at a single site for many rupture variations, derived by 
varying hypocenter location and slip distribution for the Uniform California Earthquake Rupture 
Forecast, Version 2 (UCERF2) fault ruptures within 200 km of the site [21, 22]. Each 
seismogram is computed by a single quadrature of the space-time slip function with the strain-
displacement Green’s tensor (SGT) for the site [23]. This formulation, based on seismic 
reciprocity, is computationally efficient when the number of rupture variations M is substantially 



greater the number of sites N; i.e., it requires only 2N simulations per CyberShake model, 
compared to the M simulations needed if each source were to be simulated separately [21].  
 In the CyberShake models described here, the number of rupture variations, M » 400,000, 
is much larger than the number of sites, N » 400; hence, reciprocity reduces the wave-
propagation computation (which dominates the overall expense) by a factor of about 500. 
Multiple variations are needed to sample the conditional hypocenter and slip distributions for 
each of the ~7,000 UCERF2 ruptures with moment-magnitudes 𝑀$ ≥ 6.0 [21, 24]. The 
conditional hypocenter distribution is assumed to be uniform along strike, and the conditional 
slip distribution is that sampled by Graves-Pitarka kinematic rupture realizations.  

 
Figure 1. The CyberShake computational workflow, illustrated here for CS-LA15.4. 

 
 The UCERF2 fault model and the CVM are registered onto regular mesh using the 
Unified California Velocity Model (UCVM) software [25]. The mesh spacing is adjusted to 
sample the smallest wavelength at the maximum seismic frequency fmax at about eight nodes per 
wavelength. In the current CyberShake implementation, the SGT for the horizontal components 
at each site is calculated by the finite-difference anelastic wave-propagation code, AWP-ODC, 
which has been highly optimized for massively parallel CPU and GPU machines [26, 27]. These 
wavefields are captured on all mesh points corresponding to the UCERF2 rupture surfaces, and 
seismograms are synthesized by quadrature of the SGT with realizations from the Graves-Pitarka 
conditional slip distribution. Various ground motion intensities, such as the RotD50 and 
RotD100 spectral response, are calculated from the seismograms and stored in a database. Using 
the OpenSHA toolkit [28], a user can then aggregate the CyberShake intensities and their 
UCERF2 rupture probabilities into hazard curves and hazard maps, or disaggregate the site-
specific hazard into its dominant earthquakes, for which CyberShake produces entire time series.  
 Each regional CyberShake hazard model requires the synthesis of hundreds of millions of 
seismograms and the management of almost a petabyte of data. The CyberShake platform makes 
such large calculations feasible by employing workflow middleware [22], including Pegasus-
WMS [29], HTCondor [30], and the Globus Toolkit [31], to automate remote job submissions, 
orchestrate millions of real-time job executions, manage data and provenance, and provide for 
error recovery. Using this workflow-based approach, CyberShake simulations have been 
performed on nine separate supercomputer systems, utilizing a total of more than 108 core-hours. 
 CyberShake hazard modeling has been enabled by many code enhancements and 



workflow optimizations, including the parallelization of serial processing stages, the migration of 
the SGT code to GPUs, the refactoring of the seismogram synthesis code, and the development 
of new workflow technology that automates remote job submissions to systems with 
authentication restrictions [32].  Improvements to both the code and overall workflow throughput 
have enabled CyberShake to be run on the largest open-science systems, including the GPU-
enabled supercomputers Blue Waters, operated by the National Center for Software Applications 
(NCSA), and Titan, operated by the Oak Ridge Leadership Computing Facility (OLCF).  
 

CyberShake Models 
 
Here we present CyberShake hazard models for the Los Angeles (CS-LA) and Central California 
(CS-CC) regions computed from three types of input models: UCERF2 [1]; the pseudo-dynamic 
rupture generators of Graves & Pitarka, denoted GP-07 [14], GP-10 [15], and GP-14 [16]; and 
the 3D CVMs curated by SCEC.  
 

Table 1.     CyberShake models for Los Angeles (LA) and Central California (CC) regions. 

 
 The first published CyberShake hazard model, CS-LA1.0, was computed on the Ranger 
supercomputer of the Texas Advanced Computing Center (TACC) and comprised horizontal-
component synthetic seismograms for 415,000 UCERF2 rupture variations (𝑀) ≥ 6.0) at 272 
sites in the Los Angeles region at frequencies up to 0.5 Hz [21]. It used the GP-07 rupture 
generator, the CVM-S4.0 crustal structure [32], and a 4th-order staggered-grid finite-difference 
(FD) code [34]. Following a preliminary phase of experimentation with different models and 
codes, we conducted a series of CyberShake studies, each producing one or more hazard models, 
designated by the ‘year.month’ in which the study was initiated (Table 1). 
 Study 13.4. The scientific goals of this study, begun in April, 2013, were threefold. The 
first was to cross-verify the hazard simulations using different SGT codes on different 
supercomputers. We found that the models run using the original FD code and those run using 

Study ID Model ID fmax  (Hz) Rupture Generator Velocity Model SGT Code # Sites

CS-CC17.3a 1.0 GP-14 CCA06-3D AWP-ODC-SGT-GPU 438

CS-CC17.3b 1.0 GP-14 CCA06-1D AWP-ODC-SGT-GPU 438

15.12 CS-LA15.12 1.0 , 10* GP-14 CVM-S4.26 AWP-ODC-SGT-CPU 336

15.4 CS-LA15.4 1.0 GP-14 CVM-S4.26 AWP-ODC-SGT-GPU 336

CS-LA14.2a 0.5 GP-10 CVM-S4.26 AWP-ODC-SGT-GPU 286

CS-LA14.2b 0.5 GP-10 CVM-BBP-1D AWP-ODC-SGT-CPU 286

CS-LA14.2c 0.5 GP-10 CVM-H11.9 AWP-ODC-SGT-GPU 286

CS-LA14.2d 0.5 GP-10 CVM-S4.26 AWP-ODC-SGT-CPU 286

CS-LA13.4a 0.5 GP-10 CVM-S4.0 RWG v3.0.3 283

CS-LA13.4b 0.5 GP-10 CVM-H11.9-GTL RWG v3.0.3 283

CS-LA13.4c 0.5 GP-10 CVM-S4.0 AWP-ODC-SGT-CPU 283

CS-LA13.4d 0.5 GP-10 CVM-H11.9-GTL AWP-ODC-SGT-CPU 283

1.0 CS-LA1.0 0.5 GP-07 CVM-S4.0 RWG v1.16.3 272

17.3

14.2

13.4

*1 Hz deterministic, 10 Hz stochastic



the highly optimized FD code AWP-ODC-SGT agreed to within the expected numerical 
accuracy. Numerical efficiencies allowed us to reduce the total wall-clock time (“makespan”) per 
CyberShake model by about a factor of four relative to the original CS-LA1.0 calculation. The 
second goal was to assess the differences in source directivity caused by substituting the GP-10 
rupture generator for the original GP-07 version. GP-10 produces more complex rupture patterns 
than GP-07, in better agreement with dynamic rupture simulations [15]. Comparisons of model 
CS-LA13.4a, which used GP-10, with that of CS-LA1.0, which used GP-07, confirmed that the 
more complex ruptures reduced the constructive interference and thus decreased the amplitudes 
of the directivity pulses [24]. The third goal was to investigate the hazard differences obtained 
from two different 3D crustal structures, CVM-S4.0 and CVM-H11.9-GTL. In the latter model, 
the H11.9 structure was augmented with a shallow (300 m) geotechnical layer derived from 
maps of near-surface (v+,-) shear velocities [18]. The hazard maps for 3-s spectral acceleration 
at a probability of exceedance of 2% in 50 years are compared in Figure 2. The largest hazard 
differences are associated with the depth and extent of sediments in the major sedimentary basin 
of the Los Angeles region.  

 
 Study 14.2. In February, 2014, at our request, NCSA made a policy change regarding 
workflow management software that allowed us to exploit the heterogeneous architecture of Blue 
Waters much more effectively, reducing the CyberShake makespan per model to about 86 hours 
(~3.6 days). The four CyberShake runs of Study 14.2 were designed to verify a GPU 
implementation of the AWP-ODC-SGT code [27], which proved to be 6.5 times more efficient 
than the CPU implementation, and to compare hazard models based on three velocity structures, 
the original CVM-H9.11 model (without the GTL), the new F3DT model CVM-S4.26 [17], and 
the 1D depth-variable structure CVM-BBP-1D. Hazard maps from the latter two are compared in 
Figure 2 with the other CS-LA 3D models, as well as the mean of four NGA-W1 GMPEs used in 
the 2008 update of the National Seismic Hazard Model [35].  



 Study 15.4. In April 2015, we extended the frequency range to 𝑓/01 = 1 Hz. We retained 
the CVM-S4.26 structure but updated the rupture generator to GP-14. In this version, which had 
been tested on SCEC’s Broadband Platform [16], Graves & Pitarka added stochastic 
perturbations to the correlation structure for rise time and rupture speed parameterization, further 
increasing slip complexity and reducing the coherence of radiated energy at 1 Hz. A redesign of 
the seismogram synthesis code to handle GP-14 and more complex conditional hypocenter 
distributions reduced I/O by 99.9%. Study 15.4 was the largest to date, utilizing 37.6 million 
core-hours in 39 days on Blue Waters and Titan and generating over a petabyte of data. 
 Study 15.12. This study, performed on Blue Waters, augmented the CS-LA15.4 time 
series with stochastic components in the band 1-10 Hz. These high-frequency components were 
generated using the Graves-Pitarka methodology implemented on the SCEC Broadband Platform 
[16]. Owing to their broad bandwidth (0-10 Hz), the seismograms and intensity measures derived 
from CS-LA15.12 may be of particular interest to earthquake engineers. In addition to the 
acceleration measures, we also computed and stored duration measures based on Arias Intensity. 
 Study 17.3. In this study, we migrated CyberShake to Central California (Figure 3). We 
used the GP-14 rupture generator and two velocity structures: a three-dimensional model, 
CCA06-3D, and a laterally homogeneous, one-dimensional model, CCA06-1D, obtained by 
averaging CCA06-3D over its land area. CCA06-3D was derived from a 3D starting model by 
six F3DT iterations to fit about 12,000 ambient-field correlagrams [36]. These inversions were 
executed on the Mira supercomputer of the Argonne Leadership Computing Facility (ALCF). A 
new workflow tool developed for this study, rvGAHP [32], enabled execution of end-to-end 
CyberShake workflows on Titan for the first time. Using a total of 21.6 million core-hours on 
both Blue Waters and Titan, we simulated 285 million two-component seismograms at 476 sites 
in a makespan of 31 days, extracting 46 billion intensity measures.  

 
 

Averaging-Based Factorization of CyberShake Models 
 
GMPEs comprise factors representing the dependence of the shaking intensity Y on explanatory 
variables such as magnitude, distance, site conditions, basin depth, and rupture directivity [3, 4]. 
This type of model-based factorization is not available for CyberShake, but the variability of 
ground motions can nevertheless be separated into well-defined components using the technique 



of averaging-based factorization (ABF) [24]. CyberShake organizes the simulations into a five-
level tree structure: each site is characterized by many ruptures, each rupture has many rupture 
variations, and each rupture variation first samples magnitude and hypocenter distributions, 
which are conditional on the rupture, and then samples a slip distribution, which is also 
conditional on the hypocenter. ABF averages the logarithms of the shaking intensities, 𝐺 = ln𝑌, 
at each level of this simulation hierarchy, starting at the lowest (slip distribution), and it moves 
the mean values up to the next level of the hierarchy. This process uniquely and exactly separates 
𝐺 into six terms: a constant mean hazard level, 𝐴 ≡ 𝐺 , and five terms that are stochastic 
samples of site (B), path (C), directivity (D), stress-drop (M), and source-complexity (F) effects.  
 These effects are, by construction, mutually uncorrelated, so we can simply sum the 
average variance at each level to get the total variance 𝜎:; ≡ (𝐺 − 𝐴); = 𝜎?; + 𝜎A; + 𝜎B; +
𝜎C; + 𝜎D; (see [24] for precise definitions of these terms). The individual variances measure the 
effect size. For example, at 3-s period, the size of the directivity effect in CS-LA1.0 (𝜎B; =
0.210) is much larger than in CS-LA13.4a (𝜎B; = 0.073). The only difference between the two 
models is the rupture generator; therefore, the variance reduction (65%) quantifies how the 
strength of the directivity effect decreases with increasing source complexity, in this case from 
GP-07 (less complex) to GP-10 (more complex). A similar comparison between GP-10 and the 
even more complex GP-14 rupture generator, obtained from CS-LA14.2a (𝜎B; = 0.082) and CS-
LA15.4 (𝜎B; = 0.076), gives a much smaller variance reduction (~7%), indicating that the GP-14 
refinements to the source complexity are mainly at scales smaller than the seismic wavelengths 
at 3-s period. 
 If a reference model and a target model share the same simulation hierarchy, we can 
subtract the logarithmic intensities of the first from the second, 𝑔 ≡ 𝐺 − 𝐺, and apply ABF to the 
residual 𝑔. Owing to linearity, the residual variances (denoted by lower-case letters; e.g. 𝜎K;) 
remain uncorrelated. In particular, a reference model can be constructed by GMPE simulations 
of the UCERF2 rupture set; the residual variances then represent the misfit of the GMPE to the 
CyberShake model. This procedure allows GMPE basin-effect terms to be directly compared 
with the CyberShake basin effects, for example. Refinements of the 3D velocity structures have 
reduced the magnitude of the basin effects from the CyberShake models based on CVM-S4.0 
[24], but models with the more accurate CVMs, such as CS-LA15.4, still show basin 
amplifications that are larger than the NGA-W2 GMPEs at periods greater than about 3 s [37].  

 
 
 



 In Figure 4, we plot the residual variances obtained by subtracting the NGA-W1 mean 
model from three CS-LA models; the latter were computed using the same rupture simulator 
(GP-10) but different 3D velocity models. The total residual variance 𝜎L; increases with period, 
and its mean value at each period is approximately equal to the mean value of 𝜎M; for the NGA-
W1 GMPEs. In other words, the shaking intensities predicted by NGA-W1 differ from those 
predicted by CyberShake to the same degree that that they differ from the intensities observed on 
real seismograms. The near-equality 𝜎L; ≈ 𝜎M; across multiple frequency bands indicates the 
realism of the CyberShake simulations.  
 ABF partitions 𝜎L; into its component variances, shown by the different colors in 
Figure 4. The residual variances corresponding to directivity (𝜎O;), stress drop (𝜎P; ), and source 
complexity (𝜎Q;) are largely aleatory in the sense that these types of variability are intrinsically 
difficult to predict by source modeling. On the other hand, about half of residual variance come 
from the two terms associated with site effects (𝜎K;) and path effects (𝜎R;). This variability is 
largely due to epistemic uncertainties in the deterministic modeling of seismic wave propagation. 
Reducing these uncertainties by improving 3D velocity structures thus has the potential for 
reducing 𝜎M; by as much as one-half and 𝜎M by almost one-third, which could modify the site-
specific exceedance probabilities at high shaking intensities by orders of magnitude. This model-
based inference is consistent with recent empirical studies [10-12]. 
  

Conclusions 
 
CyberShake has been developed into an efficient computational platform capable of producing 
probabilistic seismic hazard models up to 𝑓/01 = 1 Hz from very large suites of earthquake 
simulations. Here we have summarized the CyberShake models for the Los Angeles and Central 
California regions (Table 1). Comparison of models with 1D and 3D velocity heterogeneities 
show how wave scattering acts to reduce shaking intensities near major faults and amplify them 
in sedimentary basins (Figures 2 & 3). Simulations with the Graves-Pitarka rupture generators 
quantify how the strength of the directivity effect decreases with increasing source complexity. 
Averaging-based factorization of the CyberShake models indicate that simulations can 
potentially reduce the NGA 𝜎M by as much as one-third, by accounting for path and site effects 
that are otherwise treated as ergodic (Figure 4). The SCEC Committee on the Utilization of 
Ground Motion Simulations is currently investigating how the CyberShake results can be 
combined with GMPEs to improve long-period hazard estimates in the LA region [37]. 
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